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When I started my MBA journey I knew if I want to continue in this field (HSE and 

Sustainability) I have to be at the core where the applications of HSE and Sustainability 

comes into picture. During my MBA I have had always wanted to work in the secondary 

sector of the country where one could directly contribute to the country's growth. Hence, 

working with a metal and mining giant is a dream come true. The business sustainability 

sector in India is still emerging and expanding as compared to several countries hence 

choices might be limited but once into the sector the opportunities to contribute are 

plenty. Being in the sector you will not only contribute to company's growth and brand 

but also your role will enhance safe operating environment along with production hence 

saving valuable lives. In a corporate world, Sustainability Management is not just 

Environment or climate change. Sustainability Management is an umbrella under which 

Occupational Health, Safety/Safe Operations, Environment, Investors Relations, 

Technology innovation for efficient operations, Contractor and Employee management, 

Social Performance and CSR are responsibility of a company. The courses at the XSoS are 

extremely important to drive you to your goal. Once you find your goal stick to it strive 

towards it no matter what happens. XSoS chooses a small bandwidth of students each 

year hence it is convenient to collaborate with the professors and deep dive into the areas 

which are of your interests. Every place has positive and negative situations taking the 

positive outcomes with me and brushing aside the negative outcomes are my key take 

away which is a important practice to grow professionally and personally. Being at XSoS, 

was one of the most cherished memory for me. I can say XSoS contributed to my 

professional and personal growth. The faculty at XSoS are the best in the field. I owe a lot 

to them especially Tamoghna Sir, Sutapa Ma'am and Arup Sir. Their courses and 

presentations inspired me to give my best. Irrespective of what we want to achieve in 

future, passion is key in nurturing our growth. Lastly, I would say opting for Sustainability 

Management without a purpose and goal is a risk. If a purpose and goal is in your vision, 

then exploring Sustainability Management will be a worthy career journey. Sustainability 

Management is not a mainstream course, it’s more than that as the Present and Future 

both await your passion. Thanks. 

 


